Make a St. Nicholas STICK PUPPET!
During the season’s festivities in many towns around the world, a young boy is chosen to dress as St. Nicholas in the bishop’s vestments and parade through the local town in honor of this beloved saint.

Print out the pieces from the next two pages. White card stock works best. If you don’t have white card stock, you may wish to print out the pages and cut the pieces from construction paper. After cutting out the pieces, draw and color like the finished pieces below, then grab a glue stick or school glue and assemble your Saint Nicholas Stick Puppet in the order of numbers, starting with 1 through 7!

1) First, color the boy. Give him hair, a face, hands and shoes.

3) In his right hand, paste his staff.

4) Then, paste his red phelonion in place.

5) After drawing crosses on his omophorion, paste it over the phelonion.

6) Paste the Book of Holy Gospels in his left hand.

7) Finally, paste his mitre (crown) on top of his head.

2) Next, paste on his sakkos (the long linen vestment).
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